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CiiAPTER I
THE PROBLEH AND DEFINITIONS ·oF 'rERMS USBD

Since 1958, when B • .F. Skinner published a report to
the Fund for the· Advancement of Education tltled,

11

'l'eaching
,,..t .. :.

Machines," programmed le·arning h as taken a n incre.asing ly
.

important place · in American Education .

1
11

A Simple

Apparatus lt/hich Gives 'f e s ts and Scor es - Teache s , 11 but the
"industri al r e v o lution in teaching" he l ater env isioned did

2,3

What did come e,bou t \·las a split between

the expe rime ntal psychologists in the l aboratory and tho
educ a tors in the. class room.

Their work was r eported in

different journal s with v e ry little overlap . 4

Most

F. Skinner, " 'reaching I1achine s , 11 'l'e-~ch~ng Nachi!}~~
.!!lg Progrmnme d Le arnin g , Edited by A . A. Lurnsda i ne a nd Hobert
Glase r.
( Washing ton, D . C •.: ' Nation a l hducation Association ,
1960}, p p. 137-15e .
2
Sidney F. Pressey , "A Simple Apparatus Hhich Gives
'1' ests and Scores ," 'l' eachin_g Nachines end Progra.m...'tle_g, L~rnin_g .
Edited by A . A. Lumsda ine and Hobert Glaser.
( ~lashington ,
D. C.: National ~duc a tion Ass oc iation, 1960), pp . 35-41.
1

a.

)Si dney F. Pre~sey, " A Thir d and Fourth Contribution
to the Coming ' Industri a l Revo lution ' in .B..ducatton , 11 'l'e~ching
Machi.nes and P~ogramn1ed Learn i ~ . Bdited by A. A. Lumsdaine
an1 Robert Gl!::.ser .
(\'iashington, D. C.: N9.tiona l .f!.ducation
Associ ation , 1960 ), pp. 47-51 .

4A.

·VI. Helton ,

11

·.~,
• \~t,:

.H
\

Earlier, in 1926 ,

Sidney F. Pressey h ad published a paper titled,

not come about. .

:r..l:'

'fhe S ci ence of Learning and the
'fe chno l o :::v o f l!.d u cat iona l Hethod s , 11 Har vard ~.ducat 1.2.!2.~.1.
Revie'~1 , 9 ~ -1. 06 , Spri n g , 1959 .

'.·

2

laboratory experiments were concerned with developing a
compatible theory of learning; most classroom demonstrations
were concerned with the use of programmed learning to augment
or supplant other teaching aids.
There had been very little re search which has attempted
to combine the laboratory approach to learnlng in a clas sroom
setting to test a segment of a learning theory and to compare
the effect's of the use of programmed learning, with conventional teaching methodology , at the time this study was
conducted.
I.
Ste. temen~

IJ.' HE PROBLEM

of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was (1} to compare the test scores of sub-groups within the
experimental group who responded to the franes in the
programmed text, English 2600, by writing ,· speaking or
thinking; (2) to compare the scores of the experimental group
with those of the population from v1hich the sample was dr'avm
on the final test from the English 2600 text; and (J) to
compare the scores of the experi.mental group with those of
the population . fr om which the s ample was drawn on the
Cooperative Engli.sh Test Form 2c.

Approximately two wee ks

prior to the end of the experiment, permission was given by
the admin istrat ion of Stockton College to administer the
final test of the Engl:l.sh 2600 progrnmmed text to the

3
population.

1'he instructors appeared to cooperate because

they wished to compare the programmed method to their own
instructional method,
The following hypotheses were made:
H-1

The sub-group responding by writing

~!ill

score

higher on the English 2600 achievement tests,
and on the Cooperative English 1'est Form 2c
then will the subjects who respond by speaking
and thinking (responding covertly), respectively,
H-2

The sub-group responding by speaking will score
higher on the English 2600 achievement tests,
and on the Cooperative English Test, Form 2C,
then will the sub-group responding by thinking,

H-3

The mean of the Cooperative l!:nglish :lest, Form
2C, Total Score, achieved by the experimental
group will be higher than the mean of the
Cooperative English Test, Form 2-C, Total
SC;ore, achieved by the population from '>Jhich
the experimental group

~hypothesis.

~1as

dra1m,

The study was conducted to test the

null hypothesis that there was no difference in efficiency
bet1-1een the response modes, emd that there

l-l!lS

no difference

in efficiency between the experimental class and the classes
as taught by the conventional method.

A level of significance

4
greater than .025 was accepted as a rejection of the null
hypothesis.
Importance of the study,

This study vJUs important

because it dealt with different theoretical positl.ons on the
efficiency of different forms of responses, 1-1as conducted in
a school setting, and was directed toward specific needs and
goals of the junior college in v1hich it was conducted.
Response mode.

The way in which a student responds to

a frame and its effect on retention is a matter of controversy.
Goldbeck and Briggs, in discussing the form of response,
stated:
It is quite likely, however, that we will find, in
many cases, there is no basis for believing that a
fi.xed combination of variables is universally optimum.
Consider as an example the form of response required,
'fhe response may assume a wide variet;r of forms. It
may ~e written, spoken, thought, constructed, selected,
etc • .,
Glaser, Homme and Evans write,
The results produced by utilizing different kinds of
responses in a learning sequence e.g. spoken, written,
or i.mplicit responses, are a matter of study. 6

SR. A. Goldbeck and L. J. Briggs, "Analysis of Response
Mode and Feedback Factors in !.utomated Instruction, 11 'l'echnical
Report No. g, O.ffice of Naval f\esearch Contract No. Nonr-J.O'Q
{OO), TPittt.burg, Pen.'la. : American Institute for Research,
1%0 • ) p • 36 •
6
Robert Glaser, Lloyd E. Homme, and J. L. Evans, 11 An
Evaluation of Textbooks in Terms of Learning Principles,"
Teaching, }1achines and Proe;rammed Learninv,. Edited by A. A.
Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser. (Washington, D. C. : National
Education Association, 1960.) p. 445.

Pressey's first "teaching machine" required the
student to select from multiple choice ansHers.
the response was reading, or implicit.

The form of

Skinner stated that

the machine did teach, but it was not designed primarily for
that purpose.

He disagreed with the multiple choice feature

and s ta.ted, "The student must

compos~

his response, rather

7
than choose from a set of alternatives."

All Skinnerian

type programs make provision for the student to construct or
write his responses.
SchraD~

disagreed with the Skinnerian prograFmers and

stated:
There is very little evidence to pr•ove that the
constructed response, which is an important part of
Skinner's theory, is in most cases, any better than a 8
selected response, or no measureable response at all.
Crowder has deliberately structured his theory of
teachlng by auto-instructional devices around the implicit or
reading response.

His Tutortext or "scrambled book" makes

use of the reading response and multiple choice questions to
direct the learner to different sequences within the book,
depending upon the level of sophistication demonstrated by
7
B. I<'. Skinner, "Teaching Machines, 11 'leaching Machl.nes
and rrogrammed Learning, Bdited by A. }, Lumsdaine and
Hobert Glaser. (Washington, D. D.: National Education
Association, 1960), pp. 140,

8 wtlbur Schramm, Programmed Instructi~ Today and

Tomorrow, (New York: Fund for the Advancement of kducation,
I9b2), P• 12.

6
the choice of answer, 9
Lumsdaine, in discussing differences in theory between
Skinner and Crowder writes:
a second difference is the fact that the Crowder
programs use longer frames (more verbal expository
material for each question to which the student responds);
this also means that more of the learning from the
program is left up to mediation by implicit rather than
overt response,lO
Goldbeck and Campbell experimented with the interdependency of cueing and prompting, and response mode,

'l'hey

stated:
For highly cued or prompted responses, there is little
chance of an error of response occuring. In fact, the
overt response may be performed in quite a perfunctory
manner, with little or no 'active' responding other than
the motor response of writing. Such responses may be
considered copied responses rather than constructed 11
responses and may produce an 'illusion of learning.'
Evans, Glaser and Homme concluded, as a result of a
learning sequence on the fundamentals of music in which some
of the subjects were required to write the response and
others were instructed not to make an overt \Witten response:

9Norman A. Crowder, "Automatic Tutorl.ng by Intrinsic

Programming, 11 'l'eaching Machines .!!:!!£ Programmed Learning.
Edited by A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser. ('t/ashington,
D, C,: National l<.dttcation Association, 1960), p. 286,
10A. A. Lumsdaine, 11 The Development of 'l'eaching Machines
and Programmed Self-Instruction, 11 New 'l'eaching Aids for the
American Classroom (Stanford University, Calif., 'l'he Institute for Communiceti.on Research, 1960), p. 136.
11
Robert A. Goldbeck and Vincent N. Campbell, "The
}!;ffects of Hesponse Mode and Response Difficulty on Programmed
Learning, 11 Journe.l of Educational PsycholQ_g,:[, 53:111, 1962.

7
The analyses summarized in table 1 indicate that
members of the Group N (who did not write their answers)
did better, but not significantly so, on the performance
test. Group N also took less time to complete the
sequence. This finding seems to demand some re-examination
of procedures which require overt wr1tten responses on
the part of subjects, as is typically the case in
teaching machl.ne work.12
A. A. Lumsdaine, editor of

!£££hi~ ~chines

and

Programmed Learning, added another dimension, that of the
danger of design freeze.
11

He stated, in the chapter entitled

Coneluding Remarks"::
The need for flexibility and grO\~th is an obvious one
in any infant endeavor, It is important to avoid any
tendency to 1 freeze 1 either the design of teaching
machines or the methodology of program construction.
Innovations in methods of programming a:nd the results
of experimentation will lead to the need for revisions in
current designs and progr~m formats. For exrunple,
experimentation with var•ious forms of branching,
response mode, (italics added) cueing and feed-back to
the learner may lead to neH requirements for device
capabilities ,lj
Setting for the study:.

Laboratory experiments with

highly controlled variables are a necessary component of the
development of any new device.

However, if the device is to

be recommended for general use in the classroom it follows
12
s. L. Evans, Robert Glaser and Lloyd E. Homme, 11 A
Preliminary Investigation of Variation in the Properties of
Verbal Learning Sequences of the 1 feaching Machine• Type,''
'l'eaching Machines and PrQgrammed Learnin_g. J!;dited by A. A.
Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser. (\vashine;ton, D.C.: National
Education 1\ssociation, 1960.) p. 449,
13
A, A. Lumsdaine, 'l'eaching ~lachines anq Progr~mmed
Learnil}g. Edited by },, A. Lumsdaine and rlobert Gleser,
{Washington, u.C.: National Education Association, 1960), ·
p.

565.

8
that it must be tested in the classroom because of variables
operating in that setting vJhich are largely uncontrolled,
Blyth puts it this way:
But not all of the important questions can be stated
in terms sui table for a tidy little laboratory research
project. If we look only for problems which can be so
formulated, certain of the most important issues may be
ignored. Furthermore, some at tempts to use the teaching
machine in regular courses will be helpful in determining
some of t~~ research problems likely to prove most
valuable, L+
Objectives of Stockton College,

Stockton College had

the problem shared by most institutions of higher learning -a rising number of students and a more sloHly rising number
of qualified teachers.
11

Foltz phrased it differently, saying,

The majoi' problem is too little time to teach so much to so
1~

many 1~ith so few qualified teachers. '1

•

He suggested that

the teachlng machine, in whatever form, might provide a 'flay
of extending the services of teachers.
Students '-lho did not pass the entrance examination for
the college transfer course English lA provided a major
staffing problem for Stockton College.
students that the sample 1-1as dra1m.

It 1-1as from these

Host English instructors

l4J ohn H. l:lly tb, 11 'l'ee.ching Machines and Human Beings,"
Edited by A. p,,
Tea~hing Hachine~ and _!'rogr_:mn:ne£ Learninq,.
Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser~Washington, D.C.: National
Education association), p. 403.
lSCharles I. Foltz, 'fh<:: Horld of Teaching _!:lachi:fl.e~.
(•tiashington, D.C.: Electronic Teaching Latoratories, 19bl),
p. 56.
.

9

felt extensive student failure was an indication that the
high schools were not preparing the students properly, and
they resented having to prepare the

stud~nts

for the English

lA entrance examinatl.on.
1'he Stockton College administration felt that the
study was worth-while in tha t, if successful, students could
be placed in larger classes with the emphasis on pro 8rammed
learning, or might possibly be able to prepare themselves for
the entrance examination on their own outside of class hours,
with a minimum of instructor time.

~hese

objective s are not

antithetical to the shared feeling that rese arc h is an
accepted responsibility of the college.
This study was important in that i t attempted to
verify an approach to programmed learning , the Skinnerian
constructed response, was ccnducte d in a school setting by a
teacher, and was directed toward specific needs and goals of
the college in which it was conducted.

II.
Pro gr am .
tional units

DEFINITION OF TEHMS USED

A pro gram is a sequential series of instruc-

p~anned

to meet a specific educational outcome.

There are several illfferent kin ds of programs but each has,
essentially, the following charac teri s tics:

(l) A rel ati vely

small unit of informa tion i s presented at a time.

{2) The

student is asked to complete a statement or answer a question.

10
( J) He is given immediate knowledge of the result of hls

(4) Each bit of information builds on the one

response.

preceding 1 t .

(.5) 'l'he student \-Jerks at his ovm pace an d

interacts directly with the program without ·the aid of a.
teacher .

(6 ) The program may be presented by a "teaching

machine" computer or book.
A frame is the unit of instruction of which a

FrQ!!!£ .

program is composed .

In the Skinnerian program, the frame

is v ery small, usually requiring only one response .

An

example is :
Here is a complete sentence of only ·two \-.'Ords:
Birds fly.
We know vlhat this sentence is about .
dogs .

or horses.

It is about

It is not
•

~t bout

16

The student responds and checks hls response against
the next frame .

The next frame builds on the s ubject in the

same manner and requires the student to go to the
frames until the unit is complete .

follo ~:ri. ng

Progrruns made up of

frames of this type in whi.ch e ac h student goes through the
same sequence are called linear progr ams .
The multiple-choice frame is usuo.lly much l arger and
contains much more informa tion .

16

~he

student's re spon se is

Joseph C. Blumentha l , En~gish 2600.
Harcourt , Brace and Horld, Inc . l 0 )p. - ):"

( Nev1 York:

11

used to guide him to different pages in the program e.ccording
to the degree of sophistication indicated by his choice of
response.

The following was prepared by Deterline to

illustrate the technique,
Scores on a test are usually referred to as "raw"
scores and each raw score is simply the number of
correct answers. A ra>J score of 34 means that a certain
student answered 34 questions correctly. A percentage
score is slightly different, since a raw score of 34
could mean 100%, or $0%, or any percentage between 1 and
100. If there were only 34 items on the test, a ra'~
score of 34 would be 100% correct, and if there Here 68
i terns ·on the test, a raH score of 34 Hould be $0% correct.
A percentage is easily calculated by dividing the raw
score by the total number of items on the test. If a
raw score of 1$ is 25% correct, how many questions vJere
there on the test? 60, of course. If there were 30
items on the test, and the highest score is 27 items
correct, and the lowest raw score is 1$, the highest
raw score is what percentage correct?
If your answer is:

27%

81%
90%

'l'urn to:
page 2, top half of page
page 7, bottom half of page
page 11, bottom half of page 17

In this example, ·if the student selected 27"/o, he was
informed on page 2 that his

ans~o1er

was not correct,

He was

reinstructed and told to go back to page 1 and work out the
ans~1er.

If he selected 81% he TrJas told on page 7 his respom e

was incorrect and given a possible explanation for his er:?or.
Again he was told to go back to page 1.

If he chose 90%, he

was told on page 11 that his response was correct,

17

The

William A. Deterline, An Introduction to Progra~~~~
Instruction, (~nglewood Cliffs, N. J.: }rentice-Hall, Inc.
'19621, p. appendix 1.

12

formula.

l-Hl.S

re-stated and the concept of range was l.ntroduced.

Another multi-choice question followed.
Programs made up of frames of this kind are called
branching

JIT.Ogra~.

If the program ls presented in bvok form

it is called a scrambled book.

The term scrambled is used to

illustrate the fact that the pages are not read in numerical
sequence.
Program.rneg learning is learning from a program.

It is

also called continuous discourse in that the student carries
on a dialog with the program in the manner· of the Socra. tic
tutorial method.
Cooperative Engllsh

'l'e .~_t~

2A and 2C .

Cooperative

English 1ests 2A and 2C are alternate forms of a group test
that yields scores in Expression, Vocabulary, and Total
Score.

These gross scores are composed of sub-scores in

Expression, Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, and Speed of
Comprehension .

The tests are publlshed by the Cooperative

Test Division of the Educational Testing Service,

~rinceton,

NeH Jersey.
Cov e~1

r espon se .

A covert r esponse is one in which

there is no obserable overt behavior.

It is often used

synonymou s ly ,_.lith "implicit" and "r eading " responses.

It

co uld be argued that readin c?; is an overt response , but the
verifying information would h ave to come from an overt

13
respon se such as speaking or writing the r espons e.

In this

study, the thinking re s ponse is synonymous with cove rt
response.
Engli.~l} 2600 .

'J.lhis text was writ ten by Joseph C.

Blumenthal nnd was published in 1960 by Har court, Brace and
World, Inc .

It is a programmed text and ge ts its name from

the fact th a t it contains 2600 frames.

It

\-1 BS

the experi-

mental text used in this study .
Pr£~ammed

text.

A

progra~~ed

text is a textbook

consisting entirely of programmed educational objectives.
the case of the

llne~

In

!ext , the frames are jn panels and

each panel goes on to the next page, so that the student does
not read a complete page at a time.

The p ane l s are usually

shaded so that the student may easily foll oH the sequ.ence of
the frames .

In a

br anchi~

t ext or a

scra m~ led

book the

student is directed to different pages in the book accor ding
to his ct1oice on the multiple choice question.

The pages are

not in sequence in order that the studen ts who learn more
rapidly may skip the instructional units not nee ded .

(See

page 11 for example . )
School and College Aptitude Tests.

Thi s is a gro up

intelligence test administered routinely to entering Stockton
College students.

It yields Verbal , Quantitative and Total

14
I.Q. Scores,

It is published by the Cooperative Test

Division, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N, J,,
hereafter referred to as S,C,A.T.
Speakers.

Speakers were the member's of the experi-

mental group who >Jere instructed to speak the responses to
the frames in the English 2600 text.
Stockton College.

Stockton College was a junior

college located in Stockton, California, in whieh this study
was conducted.

It is no;J called San Joaquin Delta

Colleg~.

It serves an extended district but the scope of the instruction r•ereains essentially unchanged.
'l'eaching 1•1achine,

The terPl "teaching machine" is

misleading in that the machine does not teach but rether
provides e. mechanical means of presenting a program.

It

takes many forms from simple cardboard sli.de devices to
electronic computers, characteristics, as described by
LU!llsdaine.
, • , , ,they present the individual student with pr•ogrsms
of questions and answers, problems to be solved, or
exercises to be performed. In addition, however, they
ahJays provide some type of automatic feedback or
correction to the student so ths.t he is immediately
informed of his progress at each step and given a basis
for correcting his errors. 'l'hey thus differ fr•om films,
TV, and most other audio visual media as ordinarily
utilized because of three important qualities:
First, continuous active student response is required,
providing explicit practice and testing of each step of

what i s to be le arned.
Second, a basis is provi d~d for i nforming the student
with minimal delay whether each response he makes is
correct, leading him directly or indirectly to correction
of hi s errors.
Third, the student proceeds on an individua l basis
at his own rate--faster students romping through an
ins t ructiona l sequence very rapidly, s l ower students being
tu tored as slowly as necessar~ , with infinite patience
to meet their special needs .l
The concept of what is and is not a teaching machine
is somewhat confus ing to the person who meets it for the first
time.

1-orter hRs devised an exce llent classifica.t ion system

which has been published in tabular f orm.
printed in the Educational

Revi ~~ '

It was first

Vol. 27 , No, 2 , 1957.

It

h as been reprinted, vii th minor editorial changes in 'l'eachjJ:l.&
Machines and

Pro&~amMed

Learnin&, pages 116- 117.

An

alpha~

betical listing of types of devices indexed to the references
c ont ained in the original article was deleted.
Writers.

The writers in this study were the mernters

of the experimental group who wer e i nstructed to write the
re sponse t o the frames in the text, English 2600 .
Writ:ing

pl~ .

This chapter has dea l t with the problem

· and justification for the

preble~ .

Relevant literature is
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A. A. Lumsdaine , " Teaching Machines: An Introduc tory
Overvie'rl," !:eachlng Hachines and rro~!:?_rnme d. b!.Q§I_nin~ . Edited
·by A . A. Lumsdo.ine and Hobert Glaser. {Washington, D. C. :
National Educo.t i on association , 1960 ) pp . 5-6 .
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reviewed in Chapter II.

Chapter III discusses the design

and how the experiment was carried out.
presented i n Chapter IV.

1'he date. are

Chapter V contains conclusions from

this study and recon@endations for further study •

•

CHAP'J'ER II
REVII!:W OF RELEVAN'l' LI1'ERA'l'URE
Programmed instruction is a relatively new field which
makes a search of relevant literature both rewarding and
frustrating.

It is rewarding in that many of the studies

1-1hich are available have been collected in such excellent
works as Teaching Machines and

Prograw~eq

Learning, edited by

A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser, and published in 1960 by
The National Education Association.

It is frustrating in

that much r,esearoh is being done or has been done by the
Armed Forces, or by contractors for the Armed Forces, and is
of limlted circulation.

There are hints and rumors that

other significant experiments have been conducted by commercial agencies who have expected to profit by the sale of
machines to classroon1s of the future.

Homme stated:

•••• , I 1-1ill go so far as to p:"C"edl.ct that classrooms
of the future, their walls lined with exotic machines,
will resemble nothing so m!.lch as the emporiums of Las
Vegas,
I am even willing to bet that the players vlil!
be equally intense in their pursuit of reinforcevw:1t,
1'he Editors of Teaching Machines and
Learni_!2g, (hereinafter referred to as

11

l:-ro££.!!:_~Q

T,M,P,L, 11 ) , have made

an excellent contribution to the solution of the problem by
1 LJoyd [<;, ll.omn~e, 11 1'he Rationale of Teaching by
Skinner's Machines," 1'eaching Nachin~ ~nq fro,~ra~~d I,e~rl}i.D3•
l!:dited by A. A. Lumsdaine and Hooert Glaser. (,,ashington,
D.C.: National f<.;ducation r.ssociation, 1960), p. 403.
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provlding an annotated bibliography of papers of limited
circulation, together

~lith

a code describing the availibility

of original papers or reprints.

T.M.P.L. contains many of

the original papers, which have been brought up to date by
the authors, particularly those of Pressey and Skinner.
Where changes have been made t.he nature and extent of the
changes have been noted.

Original articles have been

prepared especially for lnclusion in T.M.P.L.
There is very little literature directly relevant to
the problem discussed in this paper and few that are peripherally informative, Hhich attests to the relevancy of the
problem.

Therefore, this review of the literature has not

attempted to revie1-1 the total field, but rather has attempted
to discuss only those studies illustrating the etiology of
the problem, and some of the conclusions from those studies.
In the early 1920's, Sidney L. Pressey, of Ohio State
University, became concerned Hith the amount of time spent by
teachers in the administrati.on and scoring of objective tests.
He reasoned that much more of thel.r time could be spent in
preparation for their cl.asses if they could be relieved of
these more or less routine tasks by some mechanical means of
test administration and scoring.

By 192l> he and his students

had developed a machine which would give and score tests.
December of that year, he exhibited the machine at the
American Psychological Association meeting in 1dashington,

In

19

D. C. and delivered a paper on its use as a test giving and
2
scoring device,
By 1927, experiments in the labor.a tory and the classroom had convinced Pressey the machine could also teach-particularly informational and drill material.

The testing

machine, with slight adjustments, could be made to retain the
materi a l only when the respbnse was incorrect, and advance
the material when the correct response . v/as made.

It gave the

student immediate knowledge of the r e sult of his response and
kept the question in front of him until he made the correct
response.

It also provided dl'ill by pernlitting the · stLldent

to ru...'1 through the ·material as many times as he vJished .
Pressey explained the machine's relationship to learning
theory by stating:
The somewhat astounding way in which the functioning
of the apparatus seems
to fit in with the so-called
11
l aws of le arning 11 deserves mention in this connect ion.
The "la.~v of recency" operate s to establish the correct
answer in the mind of the subject, since it is11 always
the l ast answer vlhich is the right one. The lalv of
freq uency" a lso coopera tes; by ch~D c e, the ri ght res pone e
tends to be made most often, since it is the £!~
response by which the subject can go on to the next
question . Further, with the addition of a simple
attachment, the apparatus will present; -the subj e ct with
a piece of candy or other reH ard upon his making any
given scar~ for which the experimenter ~~y have set
the device; that is the '·' laH of effect 11 can also be

--------- ·

2
Sidney F. Pressey, "A Simple Apparatus Which Gives
'l'ests an d Scores, " 'l'each1ng Ma chines and Pr ogr s~n:nA d Le a rning_.
Edi t e d by A. A. Lums daine and Robert Glaser. (Hashi.ngto n,
D.C.: Nat ion a l Educa.ti6n ~ssociation, 1960), pp. 35-41,
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made, automat1cally, to aid in the establishing of the
right answer,J
1'his machine is considered to be the ancestor of all
teaching machines.

It

~~as

had mechanical problems.

cumbersome and bulky, and often
No manufacturer felt it }Jas of

sufficient merit to invest the time and money necessary to
improve i t technically, and to produce it in quanti ties large
enough to get the cost down,
H, J. Peterson, a student of Pressey's, later developed
a chemical marking pen which reacted with a spot beside the
multiple choice question.

If the answer was correct, the

spot turned to a predetermined color, if incorrect, it turned
another color,4
~ressey's

problems.

In this manner the basic functions of

machines were duplicated without the mechanical
Following the chemical pen, Peterson developed a

method of sandwiching an answer sheet between two piecee of
heavy cardboard upon which holes had been punched according
to a key.

If the response was correct, the pencil perforated

the answer sheet, if incorrect, it marked the sheet and

3fbid., P• 37.
1

.

~ J. C. Peterson,

11

1'he Value of Guidance in Reading
for Inforrns.tion," Teaching l'lachines ~-~ 1-rogrammed Learnin&!_
Edited by A. "· Lwnsdaine and Robert Glaser. (Washington,,
D.C.: National Education £ssociatio~, 1960), pp. $2-5B,
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provided an error for item analysis and grading,S
These, and other variations of the self-instruction
devices,

~Jere

not widely accepted in the_ two decades that

followed Pressey 1 s first paper in 1921!-.

Lumsdaine suggested

that:
This may be partly because the times ~Jere not ripe
for their acceptance and partly because they ~Jere
conceived primarily as testin8 devices and only secondarily as teaching devices. Also, it may have been due
in part to some of their inherent limitations. One of
these limitations is that, as multiple choice devices,
they appeared to be limited to recognition responding,
rather thgn permitting the student to construct his own
response,
Skinner stated "Pressey's Machines succumbed to
cultural inertia; the world of Education was simply not ready
for them. 117
1'he importance of these studies to the pr•esent study
is that they established the patterns of mu.ltiple choice and
reading the response,

B. F. Skinner believed that the

SGeorge W. Angell and Maurice E. Troyer, 11 A New Self··
Scoring Test Device for Improving Instruction,•• Tee.ching_
Machine~ and 1-rogrammed L~a.rning.
l;;dited by A. A. Lumsde.ine
and Robert Glaser. (Washinston, D.C.: National :8;ducation
Association, 1960), pp. 66-68.
6 A, A. Lumsdaine, 11 Teaching Machines: An Introductory
Overview, 11 Teaching Machines and Prop;r~mmed Learning.
Edited by A. A. Lumsdaine and Robert Glaser. (Washington,
D.C,: National Education Association, 1960), pp. 9-10.

7

.

B. F. Skinner, 11 Teaching Machines," TeJIS.!:!.!n.e; Hachill£~
~1 _l:'rogramrn_ecl Learni!2_g.
Edited by A. A. Lumsdalne and
Robert Glaser, (Washington, D.C.: National J;;ducetion
Association, 1960), P• 139.
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multiple choice an s we r and the reading r e s p on s e a llowe d for
too much error in the learning proce s s. He felt tha t the
learn i ng sequences should be carefully br oken down into s mall
items in which the chance of error was mini mi zed in order that
the student be reinforced by getting the right ans wer.

He

felt that the candy reinforcemen t sugge s ted by Pre ss ey v1 a s
unnecess a ry for huma ns.

The me r e fact of making the corre ct

response wa s reinforcement enough.
Skinner's learning theory came out of the labora tory
where he had rather remarkable success in teaching complex
series of behavior a l pat t erns to p i ge ons.

They v1ere taught

intrica te dances and even a modified form of b asket ball by
a method calle d
mation.

~ rant

condi tion ln_g and s u cc ess ive

~~~2.?£±.-

By r e inforcing a pigeon wit h a fo od pe lle t e ach time

h e turne d to th e l eft, for ex amp l e , the pigeon began to
associat e left turning with t h e r e infor ceme nt of the f ood
pellet.

By making the pi ge on turn a little f ar the r before

rec e iving t he r eward, it was possible to t each him t o t urn
around in ci rc le s .

Once the pa t tern of a ss oc iati ng the

re\vard \<J.i th beh avi or was e s t abli s h ed , the pi geon s co ul d t he n
be c on di ti one d t o exe cut e many compl ex man e uvers .

8

8

J runes G. Holl an d , " 'l'eaching Mac h:1.n es : An Appl l c at i on

of Princ i p l es fr om the Laboratory , 11 'l'eaching Jvl ~t £.h i ~ a nd
Progr anuned Lear ni!}g. Ed:i. t ed by A. A. Lums da i ne and Hober t
Glaser . [ Washingt on , D. C.: Nat i onal Educ ation Associ ation,
1960), pp .• 219- 220.
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Skinner's machlnes did teach, and the learning theory
behind them had come out of demonstrated laboratory experiments,

It is true that much of the work had been done with

infra-human species, but Skinner, reviewing a series of
experiments with both animal and human subjects, concluded:
In all this work, the species of the organism has
made surprisingly little difference. It is true that
the organisms studied have all been vertebrates, but
they still cover a wide range. Comparable results have
been obtained with pigeons, rats, doe;s, monkeys, human
children, and most recently--by the author in collaboration with Ogden R. i.indsley--with human psychotic
subjects. In spite of the great phylogenetic differences,
all these organisms show amazingly similar properties of
the learnine; process. It should be emphasized that this
has been achieved by analyzing the effects of reinforcement and by designing techniques which manipulate
reinforcement with considerable precision. Only in this
way can the behavior of the individual be brought under
such precise control. It is also important to note
that through a gradual advance to complex interrelations among responses, the same degree of rigor is being
extended to behavior which would usually be assigned to
such fiel4s as perception, thinking, and personality
dynamics.
It must be emphasized that

ce~tral

to Skinner's theory

of operant conditioning through successive approximation, was
the assumptl.on that behavior must be reinforced after it was
evoked,

For that reason, Skinner felt that the student must

compose or

~1rite

the response, and the reinforcement must

come immedlately after the response in order that the
9 a. F. Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art
of Teaching," ,!~ach_l,.;:_J£ 11a£hi~ and Pr~rllJT!Dleq Le§,!:ni.!hl,.
Edited by A. A. LLtmsdal.ne and Robert Glaser. (Hashington,
D.C.: National Education tssociation, 1960), pp. 99-113.

reinforcement become associated with the response,
He objected to the multiple choice frame because he
felt that too much information was to be assimilated; the
selection of an incorrect response could reinforce the
incorrect response, and reading the response did not require
the student to compose the response.
Skinner's

1

teachl.ng machine 1 used lare;e paper dlscs on

which frames were printed, lvith blanks to fill in the
response.

When the student responded in the blank, he moved

a lever which advanced the disc and exposed the correct
response along with the next frame,

The student checked his

response and continued until the disc was completed.

By

installing a time delay on the advancJ.ng meche.nism, Skinner
could vary the schedule of response in addition to the amount
of information conta.ined l.n each frame.

'I'hrough laboratory

tests using, for the most part, Harvard and Radcliffe
students. he developed his method of programmed instruction,
In the spring of 1958, 187 students from Harvard and
Radcliffe were subjects in an experiment in which Sldnnerian
teachl.ng machines were used as adjuncts to the regular
program of lecture and outside reading.

The experlrr,ent was

concerned •lith the practical problems of design a:1d use of
the machine, and the testing s.nd revl. sion of smnple programs,
'l'he studies were financed by a grant from the Fund for the
Advancement of Education,

The results, as evaluated from
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student

questionnaire~

and analyses of responses to the

proe;rams, confirmed for Ski.nner et. al. their est:imates of
the efficiency and desirability of

progr~mmed

particular, the written respon se mode.

l earnine; and in

They · also brought

about rene\-Jed interest in progre.mmed learning and were, in
large measure, responsible for the great expansion in
progra:nmed learning resev.rch.
In some ways, Skinner's research resembled what O'Dell
10
c alled the nsnaggle-toothed experiment,"
in which the
experimenter becomes concerned with only the t eeth that meet,
but the snaggle teeth have much more effect . on the bite.

In

these experiments no attemp t was made to use the verbal or
sub-vocal resp onses as controls,

In fact, those who read tho

program before it was inserted in the machine were con si dered
to be cheating.

The effect of the programs could not be

isol ated because they were only a part of the total instruc~ion a l

package.

In addition, much of the evaluation was

based on student responses to questionnaires and subject to
the us ua l self-report bias.
The relevancy of the work by Skinner to this study is
that it was

so~idly

based on an accepted theory of learning

(~p erant conditioning,) emphasized the constructed or written

10 William O'Dell, remarks made in a lecture at a
serninar on programmed l earnin e; , San Francis co State College ,
Su:mrr1er, 1961.
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response and the linear program,
The form of the response, written or read, became a
matter of controversy between the advocates of the Skinnerian
linear program and the Crowder branching program.

Others

became interested in the range of possible responses end
their effect upon retention.

'fhe subjects could write, speak,

read, or "think" (compose the response sub-vocally) before
going on to the next frame,
Goldbeck and Campbell performed two neparate experiments using 63 seventh grade students in one and 62 eighth
grade students in the other.

The seventh grade students were

divided into six cells of nine each.

They were randomly

assigned to three levels of difficulty and thr>ee response
modes, reading, overt

(~lritten,)

and covert (think},

The

study tended to show that requiring overt responses for
material for which constructing a responsa was comparatively
easy resulted in significantly poorer learning.

As the

constructed response became more difficult, the overt
response improved significantly.

vfuen the efficiency of

learning was obtained by dividing the test score by the
learning tirne score, the readine:; response proved most efficient, at the .01 level.

The overt response was least efficient
11
and the covert response fell in between, ·

11Hobert A. Goldbeck and Vincent N, Campbell, "The
Effects of Response Node and Response Di.fficulty on Progranuned
I,earning,",~J:lal!?J .§_duca__!;iona_;t. Psychplo_gy_, 53:3, 1962pp. llO-llo,
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The second experiment with the eighth grede students
paralleled the first with the addition of a fourth response
mode in which the Sllbjects were given the option of not
responding if they did not feel confident of the accuracy of
their response.

'l'he programs consisted of 35 and 32 frames,

respectively.
In discussing the two experiments the authors
commented:
In nearly every comparison on the amount learned
measure, the performance of the overt response e;roup
failed to exceed that of the reading groups. When
learning responses were at the easiest level for factllal
material the ~nferiority of the overt response mode was
most marked,l
They also stated:
'l'he further question of whether this mode of autocan maintain its high le~el of efficiencr
over long periods of time needs further clarification. 3

~nstructional

Goldbeck and Campbell anticipated the

critici~m

which

this investigator feels is the most important; the small
number of frames in each program.

While the data treatment

was statistically respectable and the generalizations valid
within their context, the small number of frames in those
experiments had much to do >lith the l.mplementation of the
present experiment.

It was felt that there was sufficient

doubt us to the relative efficiency of response modes that
this experiment, containing 2600 frames, was justified.
12

Ib~9.·,

l)Ibid,

P• 116,

CHilP'l'EH III

SOUHCE 0!<' DATA AND Nl!.'l'HOD OF PfWCEDUHE

Population from ,!!.hich

t~~ s~mple ~

drawn.

Each

entering student at Stockton College was required to t ake
group aptitude tests and English placement tests.

~he

tests

used at the time of this study were the School and College
Aptitude Tests and the Cooperative English Tests, form 2A.
The School and College Aptitude Test yielded Verbal ,
Quantitative and Total Scores which were us ed t o help the
student plan his total program.

There was no cut-off score.

The Cooperative English Test yielded Expression , Reading and
'l'otal Scores ; a combination of Expression and Reading .
The Cooperative English Test Total Score was used as a
scr een for English placement .

Students scoring below 157 were

required to take hnglish Laboratory 73, described in the
Stockton Colle ge catalog as a preparatory course for those
who planned to take English lA or other transfer
cours es .

~nglish

Units earned in Eng lish 73 were not tr a n s fer able

toward the Bache l or of Arts degree but were accepted toward
the Associate of Arts de gree.

The subjects in this study were

students who had scored below 157 on the Cooperative English
'I'est, form 2A .
c ard .

The data were taken from each sub ject' s IBH
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Selection of the Instructor.

The Chairman of the

Department of Communication discussed the experiment with his
staff and asked for volunteers.

Three instructors volun-

teered and their names were placed in a hat.

The instructor's

name was drawn by the experimenter.
Selection of the cle.ss time.

Nine sections of English

73 were held during the experimental period with classes
beginning every hour from 8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.

The

experimental class was held from 10:00 to 10:50 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.

The class time was decided by a fl'ip

of a coin since the instructor also taught a class from 9:00
to 9:50 a.m.
Selection of lhe sampl£.

Neither the students nor the

counselors who helped the students plan their programs knew
that the experimental class would be conducted any diffel'ently
from the other classes.

'I' hey were not aware that the class

would be larger than the others since a running tally of the
registered students was not posted,
it was closed.

When the class 1-Jas full

The class was planned for

45

stc\dents but
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actually were registered.
The students were ordered on the basis of their Total
Score on the Cooperative Bnglish 'l'est, form 2A, the pra .. test,
and divided into three groups,
formed the first group.

Numbers l,

4, 7, 10, etc.

The second and third groups were
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selected by the same process, beginning vli th the second and
third names on the list.

See appendix A for a table of the

ordered scores.
'l'he response mode s "write 11 ,

11

speak 11 and ''think 11 were

written on separate slips of paper and placed in a hat .
"Think" was drawn first and assigned to groLtp l. "Write" was
draHn second and assigned to group 2.

The remaining group

was assigned the "speak" response.
l'l~~hod

2.£ J:.Ilstru9_t!:.Q!!•

with three rows of tables.

The classroom was arranged

The subjects were all seated

facin g the front of the room.

The Speakers were placed in the

first row, rlriters in the second and the 1' hinkers in the
third in an attempt to minimize the distraction between
groups.

The programmed texts, English 2600 , were kept in a

locked bookcase ,

Each subject picked up his copy at the

beginning of the class and
of the class period ,

r~turned

it to the case at the end

No books were _permitted to be take n out

of the classroom,
The experiment was explained to the students and they
were given the option of withdrawing from the class.

None

chose to withdraw, but two students wanted to transfer from
the speaking response to the written.

'l 'his was not permitted

and, after an explanation of the danger of introdu cing bias
to the sample , both a greed to continue in the assigned gro up .
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The experimenter stayed with the class during the first
period in order to ansv1er questions and see that the subjects
were responding as assigned.

After the first period the

experimenter did not attend class sessions for fear of
introducing experimenter bias.
'!'he students were permitted to proceed at their own
rate.

The instructor was available for help during class

time at the student's request.

Each student took the English

2600 tests whenever he wished.

After each test the instruc-

tor went over the test with him and suggested review if it
appeared warranted.

The student was permitted to go back

over the le sson but he was not given a second test on the
same material.
and

~lnal,

There were eleven lesson tests, a mid·· term

which covered the whole text.

After the student

had completed the text he took the Cooperative English Test,

20, the post-test, at his option.

The post-test was

administered by the experimenter.
~~ta treatmen~

£1!!.r.!•

Since this experiment was

concerned with the achievement of groups, the means of the
groups' scores were compared by using the "t" test for
significance. · rn s ome instances the means were so close as

.

to make formal testing unnecessary.

Differe n ces in means at

the .025 level of confidence were accepted as a rejection of
the null hy p othesis .
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The means of the scores on the Cooperative English
Tests, form 20, and the English 2600 tests were compared to
test the hypotheses,

The pel'centage of dropouts for each

section of English 73 was compared between sections and with
the total number for the semester.

Conlparisons were made

between the S.C.P.T, and Cooperative English ':['ests as
measures of the similarity of the groups.
One of the useful contributions of a study in a
practicum field lwuld seem to be the determination of what
research design adaptations and what statistical tests do
serve and which do not serve,

Exploratory use was·made of

statistical tests as confirmatory measures to elicit possible
hypotheses for later studies.

Techniques explored included

standard correlation procedures and certain non-parametric
ones.

Correlations between the School and College Aptitude

Tests Verbal scores and the Cooperative English Test scores
tended to be in the high sixties and seventies because both
tests involved reading comprehension and contained similar
vocatulary items.

Correlations between School and College

Aptitude Verbal test scores and gains or losses on the
Cooperative English Test form 2C post-test scores tended to
run in the low twenties and thlrties.

Non-parametric tests

included the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks test and the
Mann-/lhitney U test.

These were no more prodLtctive and seemed,

from certain basic assu_mptions in each, to be less appropriate
than Fisher's "t" test, and so the latter was used.

CHAPTBR IV
PHBSE.NTATION AND DISCUSSION OF 'l'HE DA'J:A
'!'his study vlas designed to compare groups of reme di a l
English students who were instructed by a progranur.e d text,
with each other and with the population from which t.he sampl e
was drawn.

The means of their scores on the Cooperative

English Tests , forms 2A and 2C , English 2600 achievement
t ests , and the School and College Aptitude Tests were t he
measurements used for comparison .

:Differences betv1een the

means of these scores were accepted as evi de nce of dissimilarities between the groupd when these diffe rences were at
the . 02S l evel of si gnifican ce.

The . 02S l evel of

signific ance was selected a s being relatively rigorou s an d
also appropriate to this kind of sample size and d i s tri bu tion .
'l'he

"t"

test with "Student ' s " distribu tion.were se l e cted as

dete rmining si gnificance .
With an infinite l y larg e samp l e a "t" of 1. 96 is
required for the . 025 l eve l of s i gnific a nce, using a one t ailed test.

In this s tu dy th e sma llest n umber o f de6r ees of

fr eedom in any test of me an s was 17 , wh ich r eqtlire d a

2.11 to be s i ~ nifi cant at the • 025 lev e 1. ·
of degre es of fr eedom was

L~ L~ ,

'I' he

11

t" of

l are;e s t nwnbe r

which re quire d u " t " of l. 96 .

In t hi s st udy all "t" va lue s had t o be t;r eat e r t han 1.96 to
be si gnific an t .
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Characteristics of lhe total

~l~ ·

'l'he method of

selecting the samp l e from the population and ordering subgroups provided groups that were fairly unbi ased .

An

examination of Table I, page 35, shows that there were no
significant differences between the means.

'l'he reading

scores of the Writers and Thinkers provided the greatest
difference.

A comparison of those means by the "t" test

yielded a "t'' .of 1. 9 , with 28 df, which was not significant.
Tests were not run between the

readin~

scores of the

Thinkers and Speakers and the reading test scores of the
Speakers and Writers, because even the greater differences
between the scores of the Writers and Thinkers did not prove
significant.
Tests were not run on the means of the Writers' Total
and -Speakers' Total since they were identical and would
provide a numerator of zero in the formula. for the "t" test.
Tests also were not run between the

Expres~ion

scores, since

the differences of one and two points were obviously too
small to show significance .
The difference between the means of the Writ e rs and
the Thinkers on the S .C. A.T.

~uantitative

Test ap peared to

be quite l ar ge , but compa rison yielde d a "t" of

1.54, which

was not significant.
Those who dropped out of the study did not introduce
serious bias in the composit i on of the groups that completed

TABLE I
MEANS OF SCORES ON 1'HE COOPEHA'l'IVE ENGIJIS h TES1'S, FORM 2A
( PRE-T1ST) AND SCHOOL AND COLLME APTI'I'U.iJE T1S'l'S
BY RESPONSE NODES
( TO'£AL SAMPLE)

COOPERA'riVE ENGLISH, FORH 2A

Response·
mode
Writers

N

Total

.J.4.

S,D,

Expression

S.D.

l4Q..___ 5_._._9_ _ _l.....L..,~6,_ ___.....

Reading

S, D,

llJ.5

7. 7

___!l-!-L____
s __

Speakers

~L

146

j .1

145

Thinkers

16

149

6,1

ll.Jl. _____ L:£ ____ _).,50

------

SCHOOL AND COLLEGS

Verbal

8

APTH'UDJ~

S,D,

6.8

TESTS

Response
mode

N

Q.uantl.tative

Writers

14

281

---

Speakers

15

281

13

290

Thinkers

16

281

12.1

292

S ,D,

---------12.1
-------

283

20
------

----

16.LL_
lJ

the study.

Comparisons of the means of scor'es on the pre-

test, Cooperative English, Form 2A, and of the

s.c.A.T. tests

indicated there were no significant differences,

'J.'able II,

page 37, shows that the largest differential in the
Cooperative English, Form 2A, tests was in Reading, between
the l'iriters and Speakers, as it was in the group that began
the st11dy,
11

t

11

However, the four-point differential provided a

of 1.36, with 17cif, which was not significant.

'l'he

Speakers did have a greater difference within the group as
indicated by the larger standard of deviation, 8.2 against
3.4 for the Writers,
Comparison of the S.C.A,'l', verbal means of the l'lriters

"t"

and Thinkers yielded a

of .55, with 20 elf.

The 20 polnt

differential in the S.C.A.T. quantitative scores between the
Writers and the Speakers appeared quite large, but compar'ison
yielded a "t" of 1..65 which was not significant,
The groups which completed the study closely resembled
the gro11ps that began in those charc.cteristics measured by
the School and College Aptitude tests, as

sho~om

by these

comparisons:
s.c.A.T.
~Response

Writers
Speakers
Thinkers

N

14
14
16

Began

N

281
281
281

8
11
11

v

s.c.A.T, Q.

Finished dif
280
282
277

-1
+l
-4

N

14
14
16

Began N Finished dif
283
290
292

8
10
ll

275

-8

295
288

-;,

~

'
-LJ.

37

'!'ABLE II
l-1EANS OF THE SCOHES ON THE COOPI!.RA'l'IVE ~NGLISH
TES'f, FORt1 2A, AL1 D THE SCHOOL AND COLLEGE;
APTITUDE TESTS ACHIEVED BY THOSE
WHO COMPLE'l'ED THE S1'UDY

COOPERATIV.b. ENGLISH, FORM 2A
Response
mode

N

Total

S.D .

Expression

S. D.

Reading

S . D.

'vlriters

8

1Y:6

).6

l !J-1

1 ·1

1yJ1

6 .1

Spea kers

11

1!±2

7

ltd±

7. 1

147

8.2

Thinkers

11

llt.8

6. 7

llt7

7.2

148

6 ._7

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE APTITUDE TBST
Qua.nti ta.ti ve

Verbal

S . D.

8

280

11.2

272

12 _ _

SQeakers

10

282

1).6

292

12 . 2

'l'hinkers

11

271

12 . !-J-

288

10 . 9

Response
mode

N

Writers

S.D .
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Tests again indicated that there were no significant
differences between the groups,

The largest ''t'', .97, wj.th

20 df, was obtained by comparing the means of the S, C, A, T,
Q.uantitative scores· i t would have been difficult to assign
any importance to them since the Cooperative English 2600

program is essentially verbal instruction, with feN, if any,
quantitative responses required,
Means of scores
Post-test,

~l.'able

£~

Cooperative English, Form £Q,

III, page 39, shows that both the Speakers

and Thinkers achieved a Total Scor•e mean of 151 on the pasttest, Cooperative l:.nglish •rest, Form 2C,
a Total Score mean of 149,

~·he

:/riters achieved

1

Tests comparing the means of the

Writers and Speakers yielded a "t" of .71, with 17 d'",
Comparison of the Thinkers with the 1·/riters yielded a

.98, with 17 df.

11

t

11

of

Neither of these values was significant.

Since there were no significant differences between
the scores on the post-test for all three response modes, the
null hypothesis could not be rejected.

Therefore, one

response mode did not demonstrate any efficiency over the
others in this study.
Another measure of the relative efficiency of the
response modes was the difference between the scores on the
pre-test and post-test for each response mode.
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TABLE III
MEANS OF SCOHES ON T.!IE COOPEHATI VB ENGLISH
TES'l'S, FOHM 2C, liND THE SCHOOL ilND
COLLEGE APTH'UDE TESTS

COOPERATIVE. ENGLISH, FOHM 2C
S ,D,

Response
mode

N

1'otal

Writers

8

llr9

6

~peakers

11

151

7.7

Thinkers

11

151

Jl~

S.D.

Heading

S.D.

l}J.L_

6.1

150

6.2

1)±9

8.9

l;?l

7.2

. ____
z:_;__
1~0

~.2

~.,5._1

6

Expression

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE AP1'I1'UDE TESTS
N

Verbal

!ft.iters

8

280

_:t:_L...$.

§_p_ea.kers

10

282

Jj.6

Thinkers

11

277

Response

S.!Ll.

Quantitative

S,D,

mod~

- 12_._!L._

275

12_

- 29.2__ _____
15_d__
289

10.9

Table IV, below, shows that the

larg~st

me an gain in

total score, six points, was made by the Speakers.
Comparison of the means of gains yielded a "t" of 1.86, with
20

ill~

The limited gains tha t were made could h ave happened

by chance.
TABLE IV
MEANS OF SCOBES ON COOPl!.RA'fiVE
TESTS, FORMS 2A and 2C

RM

N

Wr.

8

Sp,

11

The null hypothesis that the
score no hi gher on the Cooper a tive

~NGLISH

~xperi.mental
En g lish~

would the population was not rejected,

Form 2C, than

Ta ble V,

shows that the scores were very close together.
no si gnificant diff e r ences.

group would

~a g e

There were

The total scores ranged from

149 to 153, the Hea ding scores fr om 149 to 154, the
sion scores from 148 to 153.

41,

~xpres

41
TABLE V
MEAN SCOHES OF ALL SECTIONS COOPERA'l'IVE
ENGLISH TESTS, FORM 2C

l:xper.

N

~.$.0_

__2

3

_k____5._

6

~-----\L---1:~-·_

16 _...1L__.1J__'L_J,L_2JL.__?_0_3.L?.J._7_

30

!9.lll

1

152

1~:1

15-.!.__

l~.L1~?....-!.2..L.1.21

15L~

1$1

1.2J..,=l_~8 _lli_l$.1--12.l.._!2.~

15:1

.!.21

_±2£__1$.l __!lj..2__!ll.J-23.

Re~&~nfl. __ J~-21~1 __:)50

~:ress!... __ 1)12._

.:IJ..J

149

153

:

It is interesting to note that the scores in Tabla V
suggest that none of the instructional methods used was very
effective.

'J:he mean for the population was 151, six points

below the cut-off line.

Fifty out of 217 passed the test for

admission to English lA, the college transfer course.
Means -of the scores -on the first, -.
mid-term
and final
- --- ---

--

Engli~h

2600

're~§.·

--

-~-~

'l'hree English 2600 tests, the first, mid-

term and final, were selected for comJ->arison to test the !null
hypothesis that there would be no significant difference in
efficiency between the response modes:

'J.able VI, page

42,

shows that the largest differential was between the Speakers'
and 'rhinkers' mid-term tests.

Comparisons yielded a "t" of

1.79 with 20 df which was not significant.

Comparison of the

Writers' first test meru1, 88, with the Speakers' first test
mean, 80, yielded a ''t'' of 1.56 with 17 df which was not

42
significant.

Since all other differences were smaller it

followed that none of them was significant, and the null
hypothesis could not be rejected.

TABLE VI
MEANS OF BNGLISH 2600 TESTS

==::::---·---:::::::;-_-:::._-_---::_-::_-::_-:==-==---.::·::=----=--=
First
s. iD. Mid-term S.D. Final S, D.
N
-~-~---

8

88

9.7

80

9.1

88

4.8

Speakers

11

80

12.2

77

13.8

87

8.4

Thinkers

ll

84

14.2

8'(

12.3

87

12.7

Tot~L-----

.19

84

12.6

82

J,2.!..s ..

87

_9.,!_2

\•lri ters

It could be argued that comparisons bet,leen the means
of scores made by the Experimental group and the means of the
scores made by the eight regular sections of English 73 have
little relevance, since the regu.lar sections did not have
access to the English 2600 text.
similar grammar material.

However, they did cover

Table VII, page 43, shows that the

Experimental group did score higher than any of the eight
groups.
Groups 1 and

5 were compared first with the Experi-

mental group for significance since their means were closest
to the mean of the 10xperimental group.

Comparison of group 1

yielded a "t" of 1.94 Hith l+L> df Hhich was not significant.
Comparison of group

5 yielded a "t" of 2.08 with 34 df which

:

was significant at the . 025 l eve l.

Compared with r emaining

groups, the Experimental group scored r.ignificantly hi gher .
This may h ave been , in part , a n artifact of t he te sting
situation since the

gr oup was accustomed to

~xperimenta l

takin g tests in the Engli s h 2600

forma~ ·.

It a l so may h ave

been an exrunpl e of testin g what h ad been taught s ince we
cannot be certain that specific informat ion covered in the
te st had been presented by other instructors.
TABLE VII
ENGLI S H

2600 FINAL T:B..S 'l' S COHES FOR ALL SEC'l'IONS

------Ex per

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N

30

16

26

29

16

9

21

18

18

Mean

87

80

72

72

71

79

75

74

73

5198
9.2

58l~963- 53- 45- 55- 63 5291
-91
91
96
83
95
93
95
9.1 11.1 12. 8 9 . 1 I~-~.J!_.-!1!.~.---!~.._2 ___

Section

. Ran g e

S .D •

-·-·--------- - -

One of the advantages stressed in

pro graw~ed

l e arning

is that the book or te a ching machine is never critica l of the
student .

His errors are corrected without emotional ove r-

tones and h e can go over the material as much as h e wishes .
As a crude meas ure of the relationship between the student
and the

pro gr a~ned

text, and the student rutd the live teacher ,

the drop-out r a t e was compare d for a ll sections .
page

1~ 4 ,

Table VIII ,

shov.1s that the drop-out r a te f or the Exper i ment a l

44
group was 26%, while the rate for the total sample was 39.5%.
The rate ranged from 6.4% to 66.6%.

No superiority could be

claimed for the programmed learning group since five of the
eight conventionally instructed groups had a lower percentage
of drop-outs and three had a higher percentage.

Also, group

six had the highest rate, 66.6 percent, which accounted for
much of the high percentage for the total of the conventionally instructed groups.
There were many variables other than instructional
methodology.

/mong these might have been the level of

economic activity; student tendency to drop out more often as
jobs become available, failure in other classes, and excessive cuts which resulted in expulsion.

The students were not

followed up to determine their reasons for dropping out.
TABLE VIII
DHOP-OU~'S,

ALL CLASSES ENGLISH 73

----

-~----

Exper.

2

3

4

;;

6

7

8

9

~'ot

Registered

46

28

32

38

21}

27

32

2.5

2.5

277

Completed

34

16

30

34

17

9

2.5

22

20

207

Drop-outs

12

12

2

4

7

18

7

3

s

70

Perc:entage

26

42

66.6 21.9 12

20

Section

-------

Student

06.4 10 • .5

reac~ions

29

to the progranuned

i~x t.

39 • .5

Student

reactions were sought in order to compare them with comments

often made by programmed learning theorists.

On the last

da.y of the experiment the students were asked to comment on
the program.

They were requested to be quite candid, since

their comments would provide additional information which
would help to make changes in futl.ll'e programs.

They were

also told that they could sign their comments if they wished.
Of the tmmty-four students who attended the last day and
made

co~nents,

only one did not sign his name.

The following letters have been copied exactly as they
were written by the students.

No corrections or deletions

have been made,
The new 2600 book, was much more effective than the
book I used last semester. 'l.:his semester, it was more
less up to the student wheather he are she wanted to
advance or if they wanted to remaind 1o1here they were.
~'his is Hhat I liked about the new 2600 method,
I
belelved that I learned more this semester.

~fJhat I liked:
The book helped me in some subjects.
Also it raised my ego with the high grades (Nothing
under 89). What I didn't like: I didn't like the
monotony of the simple fPames.

The course was quite helpful to me. It made me
consentrate on what I was doing. I feel that g)_Q.Dl.
~!).e£ student relation~hip _is need~s!·
'l'he
organization of the book was very helpful. I can easily
say that the book taught me more than my previous
English teacher. I enjoyed the course.

I think that the book is very interesting, and
helpful. 'l.:hey go over the parts of the speech over
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and over , and you have t o l earn some th ing after reading
and repetlng to yourself the same , so many times .
A good thing about the book is, that yo~ can check
on your answer ri ght away , and you can see why it is
ri ght or wrong or where did you make you mistake .

I be lieve this book would be an excellent source
for home study, for st udents desi r ing to prepare for
college at h ome, but I Hould prefer a cours e a l itt l e
more condensed and taught by an instructor . An instruc tor adds his own personal opinions and conunents which
helps me to remember facts .
The book in some p laces goes along in a very
elementary way, which makes it impossible for the student
to answer .the questions in the book without understanding
why things are done a certctin v1 ay .

I f ee l that I haven 't really ga ined very much from
this book.
The book seemed to be to easy. It was so easy that
you could just r ead ri r;ht through it and not re a lly
think about it. On some questions they gave you the
anst-Je.rs .
The te s ts seemed to be much harder than what the
book contained . Wh i l e t aking the test you had to
think some, but wh ile reading the book it took no
thought at all.

It i. s in terest ing to note that many of the comments
made by the s tu dents after one experience with a. programmed
text were similar to those commonly found in the liter ature
and gi ven belov1.

How ever, these s tndents were al l members

of a remedial class.

It is entire ly possible that th e

comments wou l d h ave been dif f erent if the t ext h ad been used
by students of average or above ability .

47
Comments made £L programmed learning theorists.

Some

of the favo:rable comments made by programmed learning
theorists about the linear program and programmed text are
that the student can proceed at his own rate; the high
probability of a cor:rect response is rewarding; errors are
corrected without emotion; the student can review as much as
he wishes; he has immediate knoHledge of the result of his
:response.
Some of the adverse conmwnts are: that the programs
are monotonous; frames are so easy that responses become
perfunctory so that little or no learning takes place; the
programs are too impersonal since there is no interaction
with a human teachel'.

CHAPTER V

CONCUJSlONS AND RECOMMENDA'riONS FOR FUWJ.'.HER STUDY

Summary.

This was a study to determl.ne the relative

effectiveness of the written, spoken or thought response to
the frames of a programmed text.

The subjects were taken

from a population which scored bel01-1 the cut-off line on the
English placement test, Cooperative English 'l'est, form 2A,
and were assigned to the remedial English class, English 73,
at Stockton College.

Forty-six subjects were assigned to the

expex'imental group by couselors who had no

kno~Vledge

that the

experimental class would be conducted any differently from
the other remedial E.nglish classes.

'l'he subjects lvere ordered

on the basis of their Cooperative English, Form 2A, total
scores, and separated into three groups.

Each group was

assigned one of three options, to write, speak, or think,
the response before proceeding to the next frame in the text,
English 2600.

The subjects proceeded at their own rate and

took English 2600 tests and the Cooperative E.ngl.ish 'l·est 1
Form 2C, at their option.

'l'he means of each group 1 s scores

on the first, mid-term and final of the English 2600 tests and
the means of the scores on the Cooperative :Engl1 sh, Form 2C,
tests were compared by means of "t" tests.

There were no

significant differences between the means.

It was therefore

concluded that there were no significant differences in the
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relative effectiveness of the written, spoken or thought
response modes.
Maj_~£

1.

findings.

There was no difference demonstrated in the
efficiency of the written, spoken or thought
response in this programmed learning study .

2.

'l'his -v1as a program -v1hich made an adaptation to
l ocal needs in the local context.

It demon-

strated that the experimental method did no
better or no worse than the method used in the
other

re~edial

classes for this rather

representative reme dial population .

3.

Another major conclusion is that more variables
are evidently operating in this comp lex field
setting than have been identified in the li ght
of this study .

4.

It is probable , in view of the above, that
standard nomothetic designs , that is, studies
using groups , may be inapp ropria te in inv esti gating this kind of problem; group studies may
be le ss productive than indivi dua l comparisons .

S.

Alternatively , it very strongly appears, in view
of the possibility of many unidentifiable
vari ables , that idiographic designs, that is ,

individual case analysls, might be a more
productive recourse for this partlcular
evaluative task,
It may well be that the conclusions made cannot be
generalized beyond this study because of certain difflcultles
in carrying out the design of t.he experiment.

For example,

the instructor reported that he had difficulty in persuading
the speakers to speak the response.

Instead, it appeared

that a majority of the Speakers chose to read the response
rather than to speak it.

In addition, there was no way to

determine that the Thinkers actually attempted to compose the
response covertly by thinking before proceeding to the next
frame.

It may well have been that the only difference

between the responses made was

bet~Jeen

the hriters who

constructed the response and those who used the other two
response modes.
Some of the limitations might have been avoided by
setting up a more precise laboratory situation.
not have been

kno~m

But i t would

whether results from that study could

have been translated meaningfully to conditions outside
laboratories,
Recommendations for
1.

furt~~ researc~.

Students in this study were not selected from a
randomly distributed general population in terms

.51
of I . Q. nnd achievement .

In addition a

di fferent program with the same students , or the
same program \.Ji th different students , mi[;ht
provide entirely different res ults.
2.

Elimination of the "spoken" res ponse as a vari a ble
in college classroom programmed l ear ning experi -·
ments might well be considered , since the
subjects in this experiment tended not to
respond vocally .

3.

A s tudy in which more diagnostic instruments, such
as the Stanford-Binet or the Wechsler Adult
Inte l ligence Scale , r ather than group i ntelli gence te sts , are used might show a more clearly
defined r e l ations hip between int el ligence and
t he mode of response .

This could prove of

significant value.

4.

The programmed t ext might be useful as the

pr· ln~

cipa l method of instruction in grammar for
remedi a l students who work independently.

The

i nstruc t or then cou l d concentrate on other
remedi a l aspects of the progr am such as spelling ,
c omposition and interpretation of literary
writings , as well as on supervision of the
progr ammed-learning gr ammar .

Controls should

be relat ive l y eas ily des i gned us ing methods of
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this kind.

5.

Because programmed learning seems as effective as
conventional instruction, as shown in this study,
the remedial English class might be eliminated
for a number of students.

An

independent stu.dy

course for remedial English, of which the
programmed text would be an integral part, might
be developed.

The student, working in dependently,

could cover the required material, including the
programmed learn:l..ng, and then take the qualifying
examination at his option •.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
TOTAL SANPLE RAW SCOHES OHDEHED BY 'l'HE
COOPERJ.1'l'IVJ'; ENGLISH 'l'ESTS FOHivl 2A
TOTAL SCORE AND ASSIGNhD
TO RESPONSE NODES
COOP. ENG. TESTS 2A
Total Bxp.
Read.
Writers
Sub. //1

SCHOOL AND COLL. AP'l'. TESTS
Verbal
l;,.uant,

155

151

158

295

311

2·

153

150

156

275

294

3·

151

146

156

283

266

4
5

151

149

153

302

284

150

161

138

271

258

6

148

149

146

284

281

7

11~7

143

151

2?5

305

8

146

151

140

266

272

9

H~4

144

143

269

286

10

14lt

142

145

2?7

288

11

143

139

146

287

284

12

141

141

llj.O

281

2ll7

13

140

142

138

269

2?2

14

133

131

135

15

No test on
record

ACJ:> 'l'EST
304

320

x

146

146

145

281

283

S, D,

5.9

7

7.6

12.1

20.
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COOP. I<:N G. ns·r 2A
Total
Exp.
Read.

SCHOOL AND COLL. APT. TES1'
Verbal
Quant.

Speakers
Sub. #1

156

159

153

29)

311

2

155

156

154

290

288

3

151

156

146

293

294

4
5

151

146

156

286

296

150

153

147

269

276

6

150

144

156

283

299

7

149

145

152

302

292

8

148

143

153

No test on record

9

u16

140

151

290

310

10

146

14ll

147

2.87

281

11

144

140

148

275

302

12

141

142

140

263

292

13

139

138

139

271

305

14

136

135

137

269

260

15

130

131

128

260

260

X

146

145

147

281

290

S.D.

7.1

8

8

13

16.4
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COOP. ENG. TEST 2A
Read,
1'otal Exp.

SCHOOL AND COLL. AP1'. TES1'
Verbal
Quant.

Thinkers
Sub. #1

156

159

1.52

283

289

2

156

149

162

292

278

3

156

154

157

294

305

4

155

154

156

277

294

5

1.54

1.52

155

284

311

6

153

153

153

294

283

7

151

145

156

284

308

8

151

147

1.54

292

276

9

1.50

145

1.54

296

31Li

10

148

147

148

266

288

11

lli7

146

147

279

278

12

146

144

147

287

296

13

lli4

142

11+5

273

297

14

142

lli2

142

273

288

15

140

139

141

273

291

16

136

135

137

251

270

X

149

147

150

281

292

S, D.

6.1

6.2

6.8

. 12. 1

13

-
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APPENDIX B
RAW SCORES ON POST-'l'EST COOl'EHA'.riVE ENGLISH
TESTS l<'ORN 2C AND SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE AP'l'ITUD1 TESTS
COOP. l':NG. TES'l' 2C
Read.
Total Exp.

SCHOOL AND COLL. APT. TEST
Verbal
Quant.

Writers
Sub. #4

1.57

1.56

1.58

302

284

.5

141

137

14.5

271

2.58

6

147

141

1.56

284

281

8

144

147

140

266

272

9

1.50

146

1.53

269

286

10

149

149

148

277

288

11

1.53

1.52

1.54

287

284

12

1lt9

1.51

1l!6

2tll

247

x

149

147

1.50

21:l0

27.5

S,D.

6

6.1

6.1

11..5

1.5
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COOP . ENG. 'J.'E S'r 2C
Tota l Exp .
Re ad .

SCHOOL AND COLL. APT . 1'ES T
Verbal
C(.uant .

Speakers
Sub. # 1

160

158

161

295

.311

3

151

1L~7

155

293

294

5

158

160

156

283

299

7

155

151

158

.302

292

8

154

156

151

9·

154

153

15!!-

290

310

10

152

152

152

287

281

11

153

155

150

275

302

12

146

1L~2

150

263

292

13

144

141

ltl6

271

305

15

132

130

1 3 !~

260

260

X

-

151

1L19

151

282

295

S . D.

7 .7

8.9

7. 2

13 . 6

15 . 2

No tes t s on record
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COOP, ENG. 'fEST 2C
Read,
Total Exp.

SCHOOL AND COLL. AP'r. TE.ST
Verbal
Quant.

'l'hinkers
Sub, #l

153

156

149

283

289

4

151

150

152

277

294

5

158

158

160

284

311

6

155

154

156

294

283

8

156

154

157

292

276

10

154

152

155

266

288

12

151

151

151

287

296

13

149

11+8

149

273

297

14

149

146

152

273

288

15

143

146

140

273

291

16

143

143

1!12

251

2?0

X

151

150

151

277

289

4.9

4.3

6

12.4

10.9

S, D.
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COOPERATIVE ENGLISH 'l'ES1' FOH!'IS 2A and 2C
TOTAL SCOHB..S, GAINS AND LOSSES
COOPbRA'I'IVE l!.NGLISH 1'£ST
2A
2C
Dif,
Writers
Sub. #4

1S1

1S7·:1

6

5

1SO

141

-9

6

ll}8

147

-1

8

146

14it

-2

9

1it4

1SO

6

10

11lh

149

s

11

143

1S3

10

12

11~1

11!9

8

Speakers
Sub. #1

156

160lf

4

3

151

151

0

6

150

15c·:f

8

7

149

ISS

6

8

11,8

154

-6

9

146

1S4

-10

10

146

152

6

11

11>4

153

11

12

141

llj6

s

13

139

144

5

15

130

132

2

*

Qualified for Ene;li sh lA,
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COOPERATIVE ENGLISH 'l' ES~?
2C
2A
Dif.
'l'hinke rs
Sub . # 1

156

153

3

4

155

151

-4

5

154

158-::-

4

6

153

155

2

8

151

156

5

10 .

148

15il

6

11

147

151

4

13

144

149

5

14

142

li~9

7

15

lL~O

143

3

16

136

143

7

*

Qualifie d f or Engli s h 1A.
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RAVJ

SCORES ON ENGLISH 2600 , FI RST, HI D-'l'ERt'1
AND FINAL TES'l'S

'vlriters
Sub . #2

First

61

Mid-term

Fi nal

4
5

74

88

85

82

68

88

6

96

77

92.

7

95

8

100

88

88

9

87

87

95

10

79

73

11

98

91

83

12

88

70

83

13

47 .

-

14

72

15

66

89

83

-

N=l 3

N=9

N=-8

80

81

88

X
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Speakers
Sub. #1

First

Mid-term

Pinal

95

88

3

94

89

77

4

78

6

72

78

91

7

85

80

82

6

88

87

9

83

92

85

10

54

48

70

11

70

69

80

12

75

79

97

13

96

77

88

14

72

15

73

57

62

N=l3

N=ll

N=lO

79

80

81

X

78
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Thinkers
Sub.

#1

First

87

D PAGE 3

Mid-term

Final

2

77

3

100

94

98

4

95

100

97

5

100

100

96

6

9l~

90

91

7

94

73

8

66

60

9

95

10

93

11

87

12
13

96

97

95

93

87

77

51

lL~

53 .
86

97

88

15

81

87

90

16

79

76

N=l6

N=l2

N=9

87

88

X

